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Abstract

Three-party Password Authenticated Key Exchange (3PAKE) protocol is an

important cryptographic primitive, where clients can establish a session key

using easy-to-remember passwords. A number of 3PAKE protocols based on

traditional mathematical problems have been presented in the literature, but

these protocols are not able to resist attacks using quantum computers. In

this paper, we construct the first 3PAKE protocol from lattices. Lattice-based

cryptography is a promising post-quantum cryptography approach. We then

prove its security in the random oracle model, and implement the proposed

protocol using LatticeCrypto. The implementation results shows our protocol

is very efficient in practice.

Keywords: Key Exchange, Three-Party PAKE, Lattice, RLWE,

Post-Quantum

1. Introduction

In a Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) protocol, participants

use low-entropy, easy-to-remember password to establish a high-entropy session

key. PAKE protocol has diverse applications, for example in mobile devices

such as Android and iOS devices.5
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Bellovin and Merritt [5] designed the first 2PAKE protocol, in which two

participants, say A and B, share a password to establish a session key via a

public network. However, this scheme does not scale well due to the associ-

ated costs and complexity in password management for large number of users.

Specifically, every pair of users have to share a password and each user has to10

remember n − 1 password if there are n members in the network. To address

this limitation, a trusted server S is introduced (i.e. a 3PAKE protocol). In a

3PAKE protocol, each client shares a password with the trusted server which is

used to establish a session key with another client.

In the existing literature, 3PAKE protocols can be based on either pub-15

lic/private key cryptography (e.g. [21, 28, 14, 29]) or symmetric key cryptogra-

phy (e.g. [20, 22]). In the former case, verifying the server’s static public key

results in additional computation for the clients. In the latter case, to prove the

security of the protocols generally requires “the ideal cipher model” which is a

much stronger assumption. A number of 3PAKE protocols are designed using20

neither static public key nor symmetric cryptosystems (e.g. [7, 30, 18, 23]),

which generally do not have a formal security proof or shown to be insecure

(e.g. [18, 23]).

One of the (relatively) recent trends in computing paradigm is quantum

computing. In theory, a quantum computer can hold significantly more memory25

(than a conventional computer) and can be used to solve hard problems, such

as large number factoring problem, and discrete logarithm problems in finite

field or elliptic curve groups. These hard numbers form the basis of most of

our existing cryptosystems; thus, it is important for the research community

to design cryptographic algorithms and systems that are resilient to quantum30

computing attacks.

Existing 3PAKE protocols are largely based on traditional mathematical

problems, which are insecure against attacks using quantum computers.

There are a number of hard problems that are known to be resilience against

quantum computing attacks, and lattice based cryptography is one of the most35

promising post-quantum option.
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Therefore, in this paper, we propose the first 3PAKE protocol from lattices,

hereafter referred to as RLWE-3PAKE as it is based on the RLWE-PAK [13].

RLWE (ring learning with errors) is a computational problem, and is described

in Section 3. Our protocol is somewhat parallel analogous to a 3PAKE protocol40

using elliptic curve cryptography (ECC).

We demonstrate the security of RLWE-3PAKE in the random oracle model

[3, 4, 2] under the PWE assumption. We then implement RLWE-3PAKE using

LatticeCrypto and evaluate its performance.

We will now describe the organization of this paper. In the next section, we45

briefly describe related literature. Background materials is presented in Section

3. We present RLWE-3PAKE, its security analysis, and performance evaluaton

in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. We conclude this paper in the last section.

2. Related literature

3PAKE. To establish a session key from shared password, a number of50

3PAKE protocols based on discrete logarithms problem in finite field have been

presented in the literature. Similar to the history in key establishment protocols

[9, 10, 11], a number of published 3PAKE protocols were subsequently found to

be insecure. For example, Ding et al. [14] and Sun et al. [29] revealed that the

3PAKE protocol in [28] is not able to resist online password guessing attacks.55

Similarly, Lin et al. [21] revealed the same protocol to be vulnerable to offline

password guessing attacks. Both Sun et al. [29] and Lin et al. [21] presented

an improved protocol designed to be secure against password guessing attacks.

However, these improved 3PAKE protocols require the use of the server’s stat-

ic public key of the server, which does not scale well in practice. To enhance60

efficiency, Lin et al. [22] presented a 3PAKE protocol based on a symmetric

cryptosystem where the server’s public key is replaced by hash functions. How-

ever, such a protocol can only be proven secure in “the ideal cipher model”,

which is a much stronger assumption.

There have been other research directions in the design of 3PAKE protocols.65
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For example, Chang et al. [6] presented a round efficient 3PAKE protocol based

on one way function with trapdoor. However, in this protocol, the server has

to store the trapdoor in addition to the password table. Later, Chen et al. [8]

pointed out the protocol of Chang et al. [6] is insecure against undetectable

online password guessing attacks. The authors then presented a new 3PAKE70

protocol [8]. Lu et al. [23] presented a 3PAKE protocol based on the chosen basis

CDH problem, which was subsequently revealed to be insecure in [12, 18, 25].

As previously discussed, there are 3PAKE protocols that do not require

static public key or symmetric cryptosystem. For example, Chang et al. [7]

constructed a 3PAKE protocol based on discrete logarithm problem in finite75

field by replacing the symmetric cryptosystem with a simple XOR operation.

However, Wu et al. [30] pointed out that this protocol is vulnerable to partition

attacks where an adversary can obtain the correct password offline. The authors

then designed an ECC-based 3PAKE protocol.

AKE and PAKE from lattices. Zhang [31] designed an authenticated80

key exchange based on lattice similar to HMQV [19]. However, the validity of

the security proof was questioned in [16].

There are only a small number of PAKE protocols based on lattice at the

time of this research. One of these lattice-based PAKE protocols is that of Katz

and Vaikuntanathan [17]. This protocol is proven secure in the standard model85

security, but it is not so efficient due to its common reference string (CRS)-

based design. Compared to Ding et al.’s two-party protocol [13], Ding et al.’s

two-party protocol is more efficient since it is proven secure in the random oracle

model.

However, at the time of this research, there is no lattice-based 3PAKE pro-90

tocol and this is the contribution we seek to fill in this paper.

3. Background

We will now introduce the notions used in this paper.

• k is the security parameter.
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• For parameter N such that f(k) < 1
kc for k > N , c > 0, function f is95

negligible about k.

• Z[x] (respectively, Zq[x]) is a polynomial ring in Z (Zq = Z/qZ).

• n ∈ Z is a power of 2 and R = Z[x]/(xn + 1) is a ring.

• Rq = Zq[x]/(xn + 1) for positive q.

• For an element y in R or Rq, we consider the coefficient vector of y is in Zn100

or Znq , respectively. For a fixed β > 0, the discrete Gaussian distribution

in Zn can naturally be extended to that over Rq (also parametrized by β).

In our protocol, we denote χβ as this distribution over Rq.

Now, we will describe the computational hard problems underpinning the

security of our proposed protocol.105

LWE problem [26]. Let n ≥ 1, q ≥ 2 be integers and α ∈ (0, 1). For

a vector s ∈ Znq (also known as the secret), As,χ is the LWE distribution over

Znq × Zq by outputting (a, b =< s,a > +e mod q), in which a ∈ Znq is chosen

uniformly and randomly, e is chosen from χ .

There are two types of LWE problem, namely: search LWE problem and110

decision LWE problem. The former is to compute s for polynomial LWE sam-

ples and the latter (i.e. decision version of LWE assumption) is to distinguish

between LWE samples and random samples.

RLWE Problem. For s ∈ Rq, we set As,χβ as the distribution of (a, as +

2x) ∈ Rq × Rq, in which a ← Rq is chosen uniformly and randomly, x is115

chosen from χβ independent from a. The RLWE problem assumes As,χβ for s

chosen from χβ and the uniform distribution on R2
q are indistinguishable given

polynomial many samples. Like the decision LWE problem, there is also decision

ring learning with error (DRLWE) problem.

In this paper, the norm of a polynomial is defined as the norm of its coefficient120

vector. Thus, we know the following facts:

Lemma 1. R is a ring described above. If s, t ∈ R, then we have ||s · t|| ≤
√
n · ||s|| · ||t|| and ||s · t||∞ ≤ n · ||s||∞ · ||t||∞
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Lemma 2 [15, 24]. Given α = ω(
√

log n), we have Prx←χα [||x|| > α
√
n] ≤

2−n+1.125

We will now review the Cha function and the Mod2 function introduced in

[31]. We set Zq = {− q−12 , · · ·, q−12 } and E := {−b q4c, · · ·, b
q
4e}. E is the “middle”

of Zq, and Cha is a characteristic function with domain in Zq. The value of the

Cha is 0 if input is in E; otherwise, the value is 1.

The function Mod2 : Zq × {0, 1} → {0, 1} is:130

Mod2(v, b) = (v + b · q−12 ) mod q mod 2.

The Cha function and Mod2 function have the following features:

Lemma 3 ([31]). q = 2ω(logn) + 1 such that q is a prime and n is security

parameter. v is sampled from Zq uniformly and randomly. Given b ∈ {0, 1},

Cha(v) and v
′ ∈ Zq, the distribution of Mod2(v + v

′
, b) is indistinguishable135

from uniform on {0, 1}.

Lemma 4 ([31]). Set q as a prime, and v, e are all chosen from Zq.

We also set |e| < q
8 . Given ω = v + 2e, we can get Mod2(v,Cha(v)) =

Mod2(ω,Cha(v)).

This lemma also holds if it is in Rq using them coefficient-wise to the coeffi-140

cients in Zq. That is to say, for ring element v = (v0, · · ·, vn−1) ∈ Rq and binary-

vector b = (b0, ···, bn−1) ∈ {0, 1}n, we have Cha(v) = (Cha(v0), ···, Cha(vn−1))

and Mod2(v,b) = (Mod2(v, b), · · ·,Mod2(vn−1, bn−1)).

PWE assumption. We still use χβ as the Gaussian distribution for a fixed

β ∈ R∗+. For (X, s) ∈ R2
q , we define τ(X, s) = Mod2(Xs,Cha(Xs)). Set A145

as probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm with input (a,X, Y,W ), in

which (a,X, Y ) ∈ R3
q , W ∈ {0, 1}n. Output will be {0, 1}n. The objective of A

is to output the value τ(X, s), where s is chosen from Rq at random and W is

the value of Cha function. Set

AdvPWE
Rq

(A)
def
= Pr[a ← Rq; s ← χβ ;X ← Rq; e ← χβ ;Y ← as + 2e;W ←150

Cha(Xs) : τ(X, s) ∈ A(a,X, Y,W )]

According to the PWE problem, given time t andN , the value ofAdvPWE
Rq

(t,N)

is negligible about k.
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The PWE problem also has a decision version, namely: the decision pairing

with errors problem (DPWE).155

DPWE assumption. For (a,X, Y,W, σ) ∈ Rq×Rq×Rq×{0, 1}n×{0, 1}n

in which ω = ChaK for K ∈ Rq and σ = Mod2(K,ω). The DPWE problem is

to distinguish between (K = Xs+ g, Y = as+ 2e) for s, g and e sampled from

χβ and (K,Y ) in which K, Y are all chosen from Rq randomly.

The DPWE assumption is computationally hard if the RLWE-DH problem160

holds, and the latter is computationally hard if the RLWE problem holds. We

refer interested reader to [13] for more details.

Server

Client A Client B

Establish the 
session key via the 
help of the server

Figure 1: System model

3.1. System model

Similar to existing 3PAKE protocols, such as those in [7, 30], a typical system

model has a server S and two clients, say A or B – see Figure 1.165

• Server S is trusted, whose task is to authenticate A and B and relay

messages.

• Clients A and B seek to establish a shared session key with the help of the

server. Both A and B will also be authenticated by the server using the shared

password.170

3.2. Security requirements

A 3PAKE protocol should satisfy the following basic requirements:
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Mutual authentication: The protocol should provide mutual authentica-

tion between two partnering clients and the server.

Session key security: Two partnering clients in the proposed protocol can175

establish a common session key.

Known key security: Even after an adversary A has acquired one partic-

ular session key, other session keys are still secure.

Resistance to three classes of password guessing attacks: To ensure

the security of the password, the protocol should resist undetectable online180

password guessing attacks, detectable online password guessing attacks, and

offline password guessing attacks.

Forward secrecy: Even if a client’s password is leaked to the adversary,

the adversary is not able to acquire past session keys.

Resistance to other various attacks: The protocol should withstand185

attacks such as user impersonation, modification and man-in-the-middle.

4. The proposed protocol

In our proposed protocol (see Figure 2), we let q = 2ω(logn) + 1 and q is a

prime, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Rq be a hash function, and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k be

another hash function for verification of communications and key derivation, in190

which k is the bit-length of the session key. a is a public element chosen from

Rq uniformly and randomly. a is given to all clients by the server.

In the protocol,

1. Client A sends {IDA, IDB} to the server S to initiate the protocol.

2. Upon receiving A′s request message, S randomly samples s1, s2, e1,195

e2 ← χβ , and computes RS1 = Ms1 + 2e1, RS2 = Ms2 + 2e2, YA = RS1 +

H1(IDA||S||PWA), YB = RS2+H1(IDB ||S||PWB), whereH1(IDA||S||PWA)

and H1(IDA||S||PWA) are shared values with A and B, respectively.

Then S sends {YA, YB} to A.
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A Server B
{IDA ,IDB}

Sample s1 ,e1 ,s2 ,e2 χβ 
RS1 =Ms1 +2e1 
RS2 =Ms2 +2e2
YA =RS1 +H1(IDA||S||PWA)
YB =RS2 +H1(IDB||S||PWB)

 

{YA ,YB}

Abort if YA Rq
RS1 =YA-H1(IDA||S||PWA)
Sample sA ,eA χβ

RA =MsA+2eA Rq
RAS1 =RS1sA =(Ms1+2e1)sA
ωAS1 =Cha(RAS1)
EAS1 =Mod2(RAS1 ,ωAS1)
αAS1=H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB||
RA||YA||ωAS1||EAS1) {IDA ,RA ,αAS1 ,ωAS1 ,YB}

Abort if YB  Rq
RS2 =YB -H1(IDB||S||PWB)
Sample sB ,eB χβ

RB =MsB+2eB Rq
RBS2 =RS2sB =(Ms2+2e2)sB
ωBS2 =Cha(RBS2)
EBS2 =Mod2(RBS2 ,ωBS2)
αBS2=H2(H1(IDB||S||PWB)||IDA|
|RB||YB||ωBS2||EBS2)
KB =RAsB =(MsA+2eA)sB       
ωB =Cha(KB)
EB =Mod2(KB ,ωB)
γB=H2( 1 ||IDA||S||IDB||RA
||RB||ωB||EB )

{RA ,αAS1 ,ωAS1 ,RB ,
αBS2 ,ωBS2 ,γB ,ωB}  

Abort if RB  Rq
RS1A =s1RA =s1(MsA+2eA)
ES1A=Mod2(RS1A ,ωAS1)
Check αAS1 and 
H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB||RA||YA|
|ωAS1||ES1A)
RS2B =s2RB =s2(MsB+2eB)
ES2B =Mod2(RS2B ,ωBS2)
Check αBS2 and 
H2(H1(IDB||S||PWB)IDA||RB||YB||
ωBS2||ES2B)
βAS1=H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB||RA
||YA||ωAS1||ES1A||RB)
βBS2=H2(H1(IDB||S||PWB)||IDA||RB
||YB||ωBS2||ES2B||RA)

{RB ,βAS1 ,γB ,ωB ,βBS2}
Check βAS1 and 
H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB||RA||YA
||ωAS1||EAS1||RB)
KA=sARB=sA(MsB+2eB)
EA=Mod2(KA ,ωB)
Check γB and 
H2( 1 ||IDA||S||IDB||RA||RB||
ωB||EA )
γA=H2( 0 ||IDA||S||IDB||RA||
RB||ωB||EA )

 

Check βBS2 and 
H2(H1(IDB||S||PWB)||IDA||
RB||YB||ωBS2||EBS2||RA)
Chech  γA and 
H2( 0 ||IDA||S||IDB||RA
||RB||ωB||EB )

{βBS2 ,γA}

Figure 2: Proposed protocol: RLWE-3PAKE
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3. Upon receiving the message from S, A aborts if YA /∈ Rq. Otherwise,200

A obtains RS1 by computing RS1 = YA − H1(IDA||S||PWA). A then

randomly samples sA, eA ← χβ and calculates RA = MsA + 2eA ∈

Rq, RAS1 = RS1sA = (Ms1 + 2e1)sA, ωAS1 = Cha(RAS1), EAS1 =

Mod2(RAS1, ωAS1) and αAS1 = H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB ||RA||YA||

ωAS1||EAS1). Finally, it sends {IDA, RA, αAS1, ωAS1, YB} to B.205

4. Upon receiving A′s message, B aborts if YB /∈ Rq or RA /∈ Rq. Otherwise,

B obtains RS2 by computing RS2 = YB − H1(IDB ||S||PWB). Then,

B randomly samples sB , eB ← χβ and computes RB = MsB + 2eB ∈

Rq, RBS2 = RS2sB = (Ms2 + 2e2)sB , ωBS2 = Cha(RBS2), EBS2 =

Mod2(RBS2, ωBS2), αBS2 = H2(H1(IDB ||S||PWB)||IDA||RB ||YB ||ωBS2210

||EBS2), KB = RAsB = (MsA+2eA)sB , ωB = Cha(KB), EB = Mod2(KB ,

ωB), γB = H2(“1”||IDA||S||IDB ||RA||RB ||ωB ||EB). B sends {RA, αAS1,

ωAS1, RB , αBS2, ωBS2, γB , ωB} to S.

5. Upon receiving B′s message, S aborts if RB /∈ Rq. First, S computes

RS1A = s1RA = s1(MsA + 2eA), ES1A = Mod2(RS1A, ωAS1) and checks215

whether αAS1 is equal toH2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB ||RA||YA||ωAS1||ES1A)

to decide if authenticatingA. Then, S computesRS2B = s2RB = s2(MsB+

2eB), ES2B = Mod2(RS2B , ωBS2) and checks whether αBS2 is equal to

H2(H1(IDB ||S||PWB)||IDA||RB ||YB ||ωBS2||ES2B) to decide whether to

authenticate B. If both equation hold, S authenticates A, B and computes220

βAS1 = H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB ||RA||YA||ωAS1||ES1A||RB), βBS2 =

H2(H1(IDB ||S||PWB)||IDA||RB ||YB ||ωBS2||ES2B ||RA). Then, S sends

{RB , βAS1, γB , ωB , βBS2} to A.

6. Upon receiving the message from S, A checks whether βAS1 is equal to

H2(H1(IDA||S||PWA)||IDB ||RA||YA||ωAS1||EAS1||RB) to decide whether225

to authenticate S. If the result is positive, then A authenticates S and

computes KA = sA ·RB = sB ·(MsB+2eB), EA = Mod2(KA, ωB). Then,

A checks whether γB is equal to H2(“1”||IDA||S||IDB ||RA||RB ||ωB ||EB).
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If the equation holds, then A believes B can calculate the session key. Fi-

nally, A sends {βBS2, γA} to B. On B′s side, after receiving A′smessage, B230

checks whether βBS2 is equal toH2(H1(IDB ||S||PWB)||IDA||RB ||YB ||ωBS2
||EBS2||RA) to decide whether to authenticate S. If the equation holds,

thenB authenticates S and then checks whether γA is equal toH2(“0”||IDA

||S||IDB ||RA||RB ||ωB ||EB). If equal, B is assured that A can compute

the session key.235

Then A and B can calculate the same session key SK = H2(2||IDA||S||IDB

||RA||RB ||EA) (or SK = H2(2||IDA||S||IDB ||RA||RB ||EB)).

Correctness. Set q as a prime such that q > 16β2n3/2. The three partici-

pants A, B and S honestly follow the proposed protocol to establish a session

key. Then, A and B will acquire the same session key with overwhelming prob-240

ability.

Proof . To demonstrate the correctness of the proposed 3PAKE protocol, it

is sufficient for us to show Mod2(KA, ωB) = Mod2(KB , ωB). By Lemma 4, if

|KA−KB | < q/4, then A and B arrive at the same value. Then, the correctness

holds. Comparing KA and KB , we know that KA − KB = 2(eBsA − eAsB).245

By Lemma 2, the norm of each individual eB , sA, eA, sB term is less than β
√
n

with overwhelming probability. Then, we obtain KA − KB ≤ 4β2n3/2 < q/4

with overwhelming probability by Lemma 1 and the triangle inequality. Thus,

Mod2(KA, ωB) = Mod2(KB , ωB).

5. Security analysis250

In this section, we prove the proposed 3PAKE protocol secure, namely: an

adversary A is not able to distinguish between a session key SK and a same

length random bit string with an advantage greater than that of an online

dictionary attack.

We will first describe the security model used in the the proof.255
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5.1. Security model

The security model is that of [3, 4, 2], which consists of the following con-

structs:

• Protocol Participants: Participants of the protocol include clients and a

trusted server. Any participant has one or more instances, as any par-260

ticipant can be involved in several concurrent executions of the protocol.

Instance i of a participant U is denoted as
∏i
U .

• Long lived keys: Every client has a password pwC which is defined as a

long-lived key of C and chosen randomly from dictionary D of size |D|.

For the server, pwS is a hash value of the client’s password with some265

other information, such as H1(A||S||PWA) and H1(B||S||PWB) in this

paper.

• Oracle queries: The adversary A can ask as many oracle queries as he/she

wishes, and the description of the oracles queries is as follows:

– Send(
∏i
U ,m): This models the capability of A to send a message270

m to instance
∏i
U . The instance

∏i
U behaves according to the pro-

tocol specification process. Send(
∏i
U , start) denotes A initiates an

execution of the protocol.

– Execute(
∏i
A,

∏j
B ,

∏k
S): This query allows A to execute a run of the

protocol honestly / passively, and obtains the relevant outputs.275

– Reveal(
∏i
U ): If

∏i
U has an accepted SK, then A obtains a session

key SK returned by
∏i
U after sending this query.

– corrupt(U): A obtains the password pwC of U or pwS of S.

– Hash(m): A queries a random oracle to obtain the hash results. The

random oracle returns the results in the list if it exists, otherwise280

returns a random number r to A, and stores (m, r) in the H-table.

The latter is a record list for recording the Hash queries.
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– Test(
∏i
U ): This query relates to the semantic security of the session

key SK. During the execution of the protocol, after A has made a

number of the other oracle queries, this query is asked (and only once285

in the game). Once this query is asked,
∏i
U will flip a coin and based

on the result of the coin flip, say b, it returns either SK (if b = 1) or

a random string with length |SK| (if b = 0). The query Test(
∏i
U ) is

only available to A if
∏i
U is fresh.

In the protocol, a session key SK is fresh if all three requirements below are290

satisfied.

1.
∏i
U has accepted,

2.
∏i
U is not corrupted, and both

∏i
U and its partner have not been asked

a Reveal query.

In the protocol,
∏i
A and

∏j
B are considered partners if they satisfy all the295

following requirements:

1.
∏i
A and

∏j
B have exchanged the required number of messages,

2.
∏i
A and

∏j
B have established the same session key SK, and

3. other than
∏i
A and

∏j
B , no other oracle holds the established session key.

After obtaining an outcome from asking the Test query (as described above),300

A outputs a single bit b
′
. The AKE advantage of A in attacking the 3PAKE

protocol is:

AdvakeP (A) = 2Pr[SuccakeP (A)]− 1

Definition 1 (AKE-secure): The 3PAKE protocol is AKE-secure ifAdvakeP (A)

is negligible for all PPT adversary A.305

5.2. Provable Security

Theorem 1. We have an adversary A that in time t respectively asks qs,

qe, qre, qco Send, Execute, Reveal, Corrupt queries. A also queries H1 oracle,
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H2 oracle for qH1 , qH2 times, respectively. For t
′

= O(t + (qre + qs + qe)texp),

we have310

AdvakeP (A) ≤ qs
|D|+

q2H1
+q2H2

+(q2e+q
2
s)

qn +3AdvDRLWE
Rq

(t
′
, qro)+2AdvPWE

Rq
(t

′
, qro)

Proof . In our security proof, we have the following series of protocols

P0, P1, · · ·, P5. P0 = P and in P5, it is only possible for online guessing at-

tack by the adversary A. We also have

AdvakeP0
(A) ≤ AdvakeP1

(A) + ε1 ≤ AdvakeP2
(A) + ε2 ≤ · · · ≤ AdvakeP5

(A) + ε5315

in which ε1, ε2, ···, ε5 are negligible values about k. We can acquire the advantage

of adversary A by adding these negligible values with the success probability of

online password guessing attack.

We assume qH1
, qH2

and qs + qe are all ≥ 1. And we also assume when

H1(·) is made, the response is ash + 2eh ∈ Rq by the simulator, in which sh, eh320

are all sampled uniformly at random from Rq.

Now, we describe the sequence of these protocols. At the end, we compute

the advantage of A.

Protocol P0: This protocol corresponds to the real execution of our pro-

posed 3PAKE protocol in the random oracle model.325

Protocol P1: In this protocol, we simulate the random oracles H1, H2 by

maintaining hash lists ∧H1
and ∧H2

.

On hash query H1(m), if there is a record (m, r) in the list ∧H1 , return r.

Otherwise, choose an element r ∈ Rq, add (m, r) to the list ∧H1 , and return r.

On hash query H2(m), if there is a record (m, r) in the list ∧H2
, return r.330

Otherwise, select a string r ∈ {0, 1}k, add (m, r) to the list ∧H2
, and return r.

Other oracles are simulated as in the real attack.

Claim 1. For adversary A,

AdvakeP0
(A) = AdvakeP1

(A)

Proof . In the proposed protocol, H1(), H2() act as random oracles and

the adversary cannot distinguish output of hash functions from random string.

Protocol P2: P2 is identical to P1 except the collision event happens on335

the partial transcripts (RA, YA) or (RB , YB) and also on hash values. As we
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assume there is at least one honest party in protocol and thus one of RA or

YA (resp. RB or YB) is uniformly distributed. According to the the birthday

paradox, we can get:

Claim 2. For adversary A,

AdvakeP1
(A) ≤ AdvakeP2

(A) +
q2H1

+ q2H2
+ (q2e + q2s)

qn

Proof . The cardinal of ring element Rq is qn. According to the birthday340

paradox, we know the probability of the transcripts above happens before is
q2H1

+q2H2
+(q2e+q

2
s)

qn .

Protocol P3: P3 is identical to P2 except the adversary gets the session

key before a corrupt instance occurs.

Claim 3. For adversary A,

AdvakeP2
(A) ≤ AdvakeP3

(A) + 2AdvDRLWE
Rq (t

′
, qro) + 2AdvPWE

Rq (t
′
, qro)

Proof . If the adversary gets the session key before a corrupt instance345

occurs, we can construct an algorithm D that solves PWE via running A on a

simulation of the protocol. For (a,X, Y,W ), D simulates P2 with the following

changes for A:

1. In an Execute(
∏i
A,

∏j
B ,

∏k
S) query, D sets RA = X + (asf + 2ef ) in

which sf , ef ← Rq, RB = Y +(asff +2eff ) in which sff , eff ← Rq, and selects350

ωB = {0, 1}n.

2. When A finishes and correctly guesses the bit b after the Test(
∏i
U )

query. Then the simulator D can compute,

KB = RA(sy + sff )

= (X + asf + 2ef )(sy + sff )

= Xsy + (asf + 2ef )sy + (X + asf + 2ef )sff

≈ Xsy + Y sf + (X + asf + 2ef )sff

So,

Xsy = KB − Y sf − (X + asf + 2ef )sff .

And,
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σ = Mod2(KB − Y sf − (X + asf + 2ef )sff , ω)355

Finally, σ is added to the list of possible values for τ(X, s).

The simulation sets RA = X + (asf + 2ef ) instead of the actual RA =

(asf+2ef ). These two are distinguishable except someone can solve the decision

ring learning with error (DRLWE) problem. Thus P3 is indistinguishable from

P2 until A can distinguish the session key from random string or DRLWE can be360

solved with non negligible advantage. If these happen, P3 will be distinguishable

from P2. However, we still assumes A runs the appropriate time and query

bounds.

Protocol P4: P4 is identical to P3 except the adversary guesses the pass-

word offline.365

Claim 4. For adversary A,

AdvakeP3
(A) ≤ AdvakeP4

(A) +AdvDRLWE
Rq (t

′
, qro) + 2AdvPWE

Rq (t
′
, qro)

Proof . If this event happens, we can construct an algorithm D solving P-

WE via running A on a simulation of the protocol. For (a,X, Y,W ), D simulates

P3 with the following changes for A:

1. In an Execute(
∏i
A,

∏j
B ,

∏k
S) query, D sets YA = X + (asf + 2ef ) in

which sf , ef ← Rq, RA = Y + (asff + 2eff ) in which sff , eff ← Rq,and selects370

ωB = {0, 1}n. In an H1 query returned −γ′
= ash + 2eh ∈ Rq.

2. When A finishes and correctly guesses the password offline. Then the

simulator D can compute,

RAS1 = RS1(sy + sff )

= [X + a(sf − sh) + 2(ef − eh)](sy + sff )

= Xsy + [a(sf − sh) + 2(ef − eh)]sy + [X + a(sf − sh) + 2(ef − eh)]sff

≈ Xsy + Y (sf − sh) + [X + a(sf − sh) + 2(ef − eh)]sff

= Xsy + Y (sf − sh) + [X + γ
′
+ a(sf + 2ef )]sff

So,

Xsy = RAS1 − Y (sf − sh)− [X + γ
′
+ a(sf + 2ef )]sff .

And,
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σ = Mod2(RAS1 − Y (sf − sh)− [X + γ
′
+ a(sf + 2ef )]sff ), ω)375

Finally, σ is added to the list of possible values for τ(X, s).

The simulation sets RA = X + (asf + 2ef ) instead of it being RA = (asf +

2ef ) which is distinguishable if someone can solve the DRLWE problem. As a

result P4 is indistinguishable from P3 until the adversary guesses the password

offline or DRLWE is solved with non negligible advantage. In former case, D380

adds the correct τ(X, s) to the list. And if it is the latter case, the simulation

will be distinguishable from P3. However, we suppose that A still follows the

appropriate time and query bounds even if A distinguishes the simulation from

P3.

Protocol P5: P5 is identical to P4 except the adversary guesses the pass-385

word online.

Claim 5. For adversary A,

AdvakeP5
(A) ≤ qs

|D|

Proof . As the adversary can only guess the password online for qs times

in this protocol. Then the probability for the adversary to get the password is

qs
|D| .

From Claims 1-5, Theorem 1 is proven.390

5.3. Security requirement analysis

We will now explain how the proposed 3PAKE protocol satisfies the re-

quirements presented in Section 3.2.

Mutual authentication: In our proposed protocol, the server and the client

authenticate each other via the shared password. Anyone who does not have395

the password PWA cannot compute the right YA and αAS1. Hence, he cannot

be authenticated by the other client. Therefore, the proposed 3PAKE protocol

provides mutual authentication between the server and the client.

Session key security: Since the protocol provides mutual authentication,

any pairs of legitimate clients will establish the same session key with the in-400

volvement of the server. Unauthorized client will not be authenticated by the
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server and, therefore, unable to interact with other legitimate client. Thus, the

proposed 3PAKE protocol provides session key security.

Know key security: The clients use an ephemeral key to establish the session

key. Thus, a session key has no relation to other session key(s). If A acquires405

one session key, other session key(s) will still be secure. Therefore, the proposed

3PAKE protocol provides known key security.

Resilience to three classes of password guessing attacks: Since the proposed

protocol provides mutual authentication, it is also secure against undetectable

online password guessing attack and online guessing attack (e.g. generally in410

most implementations, a client account will be suspended after a number of

failed attempts). For an adversary to guess the password offline, the adversary

needs to know RS1 or RS1, EAS1 or EBS2 to verify if the guess is right. Thus,

such an offline guessing attack will not work in this protocol.

Forward secrecy: Since the protocol provides known key security and the415

session key is independent of the password, leakage of the password will not

allow the adversary to acquire previously established session keys. However,

the adversary can select the ephemeral key to establish the session key with

the password. Therefore, the proposed 3PAKE protocol provides weak perfect

forward secrecy.420

Resilience to other various attacks: The proposed protocol can withstand

user impersonation attack, modification attack and man-in-the-middle attack

as follows:

• user impersonation attack: In the proposed protocol,without the shared

password the adversary cannot solve YA and compute the right αAS1. Then,425

the adversary will not be authenticated by the server and cannot launch user

impersonation attack successfully. Therefore, the proposed 3PAKE protocol can

withstand user impersonation attack.

• modification attack: In our proposed protocol, password is the only au-

thentication factor. All participants with the shared password can respond430

accordingly by computing the right value. Even by modifying the message, the

adversary will not be authenticated successfully in the next step by the client
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or the server. Therefore, this protocol can withstand modification attack.

• man-in-the-middle attack: From the above description, we know the pro-

posed 3PAKE protocol provides mutual authentication and the adversary can-435

not launch the modification attack successfully. Therefore, this protocol is able

to withstand man-in-the-middle attack.

6. Performance analysis

Table 1: Runtime of related operations

Operations Time(in ms)

Tsmul 0.002658

Tpmul 0.008738

Tpmuladd 0.009562

Tgeterror 0.000010

Tmpre 0.000017

TCha 0.004603

TMod2 0.004179

Th 0.006

Tsm 3.797

Tpa 3.815

We implement the proposed protocol, and similar to the implementation

in [1] we let n = 1024, q = 12289. We use LatticeCrypto with C for the440

implementation of the proposed protocol. To have a better understanding of

the computation cost of the proposed protocol, we compare it with the bench

protocol in [30] based on ECC. We choose y2 = x3 + ax + b as the elliptic

curve in [30]. These two protocols get the same security level of 3072-bits RSA

algorithms. We use the MIRACL library [27] for implementation of [30]. The445

notations used in the performance evaluation is as follows:

• Tsmul: runtime of a scalar multiplication with a ring element.
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• Tpmul: runtime of the multiplication between two ring elements.

• Tpmuladd: runtime of multiplication between two ring elements and then

adding an other ring element.450

• Tgeterror: runtime of sampling an error from a Gaussian distribution.

• Tmpre: runtime of map-to-ring-element hash function.

• TCha: runtime of the Cha function in the proposed protocol.

• TMod2 : runtime of the Mod2 function in the proposed protocol.

• Th: runtime of a general hash function.455

• Tsm: runtime of a scalar multiplication in the group of bench protocol.

• Tpa: runtime of a point addtion in the group of bench protocol.

Table 2: Runtime comparisons of the two protocols

Participant bench protocol ours

A 15.23 0.066694

B 15.23 0.071297

S 22.842 0.121611

total 53.302 0.259602

The program is executed on a 2.7GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3340M CPU

and 8GB RAM computer with 64bit system. The actual runtime for these

operations based on the average of 1000000 executions is presented in Table460

1. In the proposed protocol, we do not include the computation of the server

in computing H1(IDA||S||PWA) or H1(IDB ||S||PWB) since these values are

stored in the server in advance. A client (A or B) only needs to compute

H1(IDA||S||PWA) or H1(IDB ||S||PWB) once. Then, the runtime of client A

is Tsmul+2×Tpmul+Tpmuladd+2×Tgeterror+Tmpre+TCha+2×TMod2 +4×Th =465

0.066694 milliseconds, client B is Tsmul + 2×Tpmul +Tpmuladd + 2×Tgeterror +

Tmpre + 2 × TCha + 2 × TMod2 + 4 × Th = 0.071297 milliseconds, server S is

2×Tsmul+2×Tpmul+2×Tpmuladd+4×Tgeterror+2×TMod2 +4×Th = 0.121611

milliseconds and the total time is 0.259602 milliseconds.
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In the bench protocol in [30], the runtime of client A is 3×Tsm +Tpa + 4×470

Th = 15.23 milliseconds, client B is 3×Tsm+Tpa+ 4×Th = 15.23 milliseconds,

server S is 4× Tsm + 2× Tpa + 4× Th = 22.842 milliseconds and the total time

is 53.302 milliseconds– see Table 2.

From Table 2 we can see, the runtime of the proposed protocol is much less

than the bench protocol which shows the proposed protocol is computation-475

efficient.

7. Conclusions

Quantum computers are likely to be commercially available in the very

near future, and this necessitates the design of post-quantum cryptographic

algorithms such as 3PAKE protocols which have widespread application in our480

consumer technologies.

In this paper, we proposed a 3PAKE protocol based on the RLWE-PAK

[13]. We demonstrated the security of the proposed protocol secure in the ran-

dom oracle model. We also implemented and evaluated the proposed protocol

to demonstrate its efficiency and utility in real-world deployment. This is the485

first lattice-based 3PAKE protocol to be presented in the literature, at the time

of this research.

Future research includes extending the proposed protocol to a group-based

setting (i.e. lattice-based group PAKE protocol). In addition, the security

model we used in this paper is not designed for a quantum adversary. Thus,490

there is a need for research on Quantum Random Oracle Model (QROM), which

allows the modeling of queries in a quantum computing environment.
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